Q: What kinds of trees are available?
A. Our inventory includes hundreds of native trees, including fruit-and-nut-bearing varieties, species attractive to wildlife and pollinators.

Q: How many trees can I request?
A. There is no maximum number of trees that can be requested. The minimum order is 25 trees.

Q: How do I know which trees are best for my needs?
A: Our team will connect you with a partner for an on-site evaluation to suggest where and what to plant. They will evaluate your needs and suggest the trees that provide the best benefit to your property — whether that's holding a streambank in place, maintaining a productive streamside forest, cleaning water, or increasing your property value.

Q: I don't have a stream on my property. Do I still need trees?
A: Yes! Trees can improve many aspects of your land, including holding topsoil in place, providing shelter and shade for livestock, contributing to a healthy ecosystem, lowering heating and cooling costs, and increasing your property value.

Q: Is there assistance available for planting?
A: Yes! We have an extensive network of partners and volunteers who can help you plan and plant your trees.

Q: Is there funding available for planting and maintenance?
A: Yes! Current tree-planting grants are available from many counties across the commonwealth, giving you a unique opportunity for a positive return on investment. Many PA counties offer technical assistance; including grant funding for streamside preparation, planting, maintenance, and incentive funding. [Email link here.]

Q: How many trees have you planted so far?
A: Visit TenMillionTrees.org for an up-to-date count of the trees we’ve put in the ground thus far and follow us on social media to follow our progress:
IN: @tenmilliontrees
TW: @tenmilliontrees
FB: @tenmilliontreesforpa

Q: How can I request trees?
A: Visit TenMillionTrees.org or call 717-255-0634 to request free trees for your property!